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OZET

Kore'nin lisanslarına sistemindeki evrimleşme, nükleer güç programının gelişmesi ile sıkı bir paralellik için-
de olmuştur. 1970'lerin başında, Kori nükleer santralının birinci ünitesinin yapımına başlanması ile, nükleer güç
santralı lisanslama işi devletin önemli bir işlevi haline gelmiştir. Bu süreçte, nükleer santral lisanslaması için ge-
rekli ulusal yasa ve yönetmelikler henüz tam olarak hazır değildi. Bu yüzden satıcı ülkelerin yasa ve yönetmelikle-
rinin uygulanması şart koşuldu. 1980'lerin başından itibaren, santral ekipmanlarının kontratı ayrı ayrı yapıldı ve
böylece projelere daha fazla yerli endüstriyel katkı sağlandı. Ayrıca iki adım lisanslama sistemine, ilgili yasada yer
verildi. 1987 yılından itibaren, bütün çaba, yerel endüstrinin maksimum katkısını sağlamaya yoğunlaştırıldı. Yükle-
nicilerin seçiminde teknoloji transferini daha yüksek oranda gerçekleştirme şartı aranmaktaydı. Kore Nükleer Gü-
venlik Enstitüsü (KINS), bağımsız uzman kuruluş olarak, 1990 yılında kuruldu.

ABSTRACT

The evolution of Korean regulatory system has tightly coupled with development of Korean nuclear power
program. The nuclear power plant licensing has become a major regulatory function of the government when the
construction of the Kori NPP Unit 1 started in early 1970s. During this period, domestic laws and regulations app-
licable to the licensing of NPP were not yet fully developed. Therefore the vendor countries' laws and regulations
were applied as mandatory requirement. Beginning in the early 1980s, component approach was used and cont-
racts were awarded separately for major components of the plants, thus enabling more domestic industries to
participate in the projects. The two-step licensing system was incorporated into the law. In the third phase from
1987, major efforts have been concentrated on the maximum participation of local industries. The overriding prio-
rity for selecting suppliers was the condition of higher nuclear technology transfer to Korea. The Korea Institute of
Nuclear Safety (KINS) was established in 1990 as an independent regulatory expert organization.

I. HİSTORİCAL EVOLUTİON OF KOREAN REGULATORY SYSTEM

The development of nuclear power has become an essential issue in Korea, where energy re-
sources are extremely scarce. As of October 1993, Korea has fourteen nuclear power plants, that is,
nine in operation and five under construction. The evolution of Korean regulatory system has tightly
coupled with development of, Korean nuclear power program. In order to carry out the nuclear power
program successfully, nuclear safety has to be assured through ail stages of development, including
site selection, design, manufacturing, construction, operation and decommissioning.

The basic concept of nuclear safety in Korea, as in other countries, is not only to protect the
plant crew and the general public from radiation hazards but also to minimize the subsequence of ra-
diation effects as low as reasonably achievable. This concept is basically underlined in the Atomic En-
ergy Act of Korea, which provides the legal foundation for nuclear activities. It was promulgated in
1958, but the provisions were not extensive enough to be applied to the licensing of a nuclear power
plant.

Up until the late 1960s, Korea's nuclear activities can be summarized as follows:

The government policy was focused on the establishment of nuclear research institutes and in-
ternational cooperation. While the nuclear activities were mainly focused on basic research into radioi-
sotope utilization and radiation applications in the field of industry, agriculture and medicine on a rela-
tively small scale.

The legal system was accordingly limited to the regulation and licensing of those nuclear activi-
ties and remained on that level until the early 1970s when the canstruction of the Kori Nuclear Power
Plant Unit 1 started and then the nuclear power plant licensing has become a major regulatory func-
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tion of the government. The current status of nuclear power plants in Korea is summarized in Table 1
and Figure 1. Therefore, the evolution of nuclear power plant licensing in Korea can effectively be split
into the following 3 steps according to the development steps of Korean nuclear power program:

Table 1. Nuclear Power Plants in Korea

Plant

Kori
Unit 1
Unit 2
Unit 3
Unit 4

Wolsung
Unit 1
Unit 2
Unit 3
Unit 4

Yonggwang
Unit 1
Unit 2
Unit 3
Unit 4
Unit 5
Unit 6

Ulchin
Unit 1
Unit 2

Unit 3
Unit 4
Unit 5
Unit 6

New Entry

Reactor

Type

PWR

PHWR

PWR

PWR

PWR
PWR
PHWR

Capa-
city
(MWe)

587
650
950
950

678.7
700

I I

I I

950
"

1,000
I I

"

"

950
"

1,000
I I

"

"

1,000
"

700

Manufacturer

Reactor

W

AECL

W
W

KHIC/FE
II

KHIC
I I

Framatome
II

KHIC
II

II

II

-

•

-

T/G

G EC

Parsons
KHIC/GE

"

W
W

KHIC/GE

KHIC
11

Alsthom
II

KHIC
"

"

-
-
-

Commercial
Operation
(Expected)

1978.4
1983.7
1985.9
1986.4

1983.4
(1997.6)
(1998.8)
(1999.8)

1986,8
1987.6

(1995.3)
(1996.3)
(2001)
(2002)

1988.9
1989.9

(1998.6)
(1999.6)
(2003)
(2004)

(2005)
(2006)
(2005)

Remarks

In Operation

In Operation
Under Const.

"

In Operation
II

Under Const.
II

Planned
II

In Operation
II

Under Const.
II

Planned
I I

Planned
"
II

* In Operation
* Under Const.
* Planned

9 Units
7 Units
7 Units

The First Phase (Beginning of Commercial Nuclear Power Plant Operation)

The first phase from 1971 to 1978 marked the beginning of commençai nuclear power plant op-
eration in Korea. The first commercial nuclear power program was implemented on a turnkey contract
base. Kori Units 1 and 2 were ordered from Westinghouse, U.S.A. in 1969 and 1974, respectively
and Wolsung Unit 1 was ordered from the AECL, Canada in 1973.

Contractors assumed overall responsibility for the construction schedule, inspection, startup
and performance of the plants. This approach was taken because Korea lacked the indigenous tech-
nological capabilty and experienced manpower for nuclear power plant construction. During this peri-
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Fig. 1 Location of Nuclear Power Plants in Korea
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od, domestic laws and regulations applicable to the licensing of nuclear power plant were not yet fully
developed. Therefore the vendor countries' laws and regulations such as 10 CFR, Reg. Guide and
Standard Review Plan (SRP) of the USNRC were applied to the licensing review of Westinhouse
PWRs. As for CAN DU plant, Canadian laws and regulatory requirements were applied as mandatory
requirement. And some U.S. laws and regulatory guides such as SRP, Reg. Guide and NUREG, were
also referred to.

During this period, in order to carry out the licensing review of nuclear power plant, the Advisory
Committe on Reactor Safety (ACRS) was established in 1972 with 15 experts of varios nuclear related
fields under the Atomic Energy Comission of the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST).

As far as the Korean regulatory body is concerned, this period served as a learning experience
in licensing. This licensing experience of the first three nuclear power plants provided the foundation
for the indepth review and inspection activities in the following phase nuclear projects.

The Second Phase (Commercial Phase)

Beginning in the early 1980s, the second phase, unlike the turnkey base contract, promised
substantial nuclear plant expansion by employing a component approach with foreign prime contrac-
tors. Six nuclear power plants (Kori Units 3 and 4, Yonggwang Units 1 and 2, Uljin Units 1 and 2) were
constructed using that approach. Contracts were awarded separately for major components of the
plant, thus enabling more domestic industries to participate as subcontractors in the projects.

While on the regulatory and licensing side, the Nuclear Safety Center (NSC) was established in
December 1981 as a regulatory expert organization within the framework of Korea Atomic Energy Re-
search Institute (KAERI), which was the predecessor of today's Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety
(KINS).

The two-step licensing system, construction permit (CP) and operating license (OL) was formal-
ly incorporated into the law.

The NSC has found no major difficulty in reviewing the safety design features of Kori Units 3
and 4 and Yonggwang Units 1 and 2, of which NSSS was designed by Westinghouse. Through the
questions and answers with Westinghouse on major licensing isues, the NSC could conduct an in-
depth safety review on the design, construction, and operation of those units.

During this period, both the regulatory body and industry shared a common concern over how
to resolve various licensing difficulties caused by a direct application of USNRC's regulatory proce-
dures and requirements to non-US originated nuclear plants such as CANDU and Framatome plants.
The TMI action plan could be such a good example.

French codes and standards and other regulatory requirements were applied to the licensing of
Framatome designed Uljin Units 1 and 2. This resulted in an application of different licensing and reg-
ulatory criteria to nuclear power plants which were virtually the same in design and operating condi-
tions.

Therefore the NSC launched a series of development program to establish the regulatory crite-
ria applicable to the design, construction, testing, inspection, and operation of nuclear power plants in
Korea. However, the majority of important codes and standards applicable in the vendor countries
(U.S. and France) were still applied to the licensing of these plants only with some appropriate modifi-
cations.

The audit calculations were actively performed at the NSC as part of independet assesment of
major safety analysis results described in the preliminary safety analysis report (PSAR) and in, final
safety analysis report (FSAR).

The Third Phase (Standardization)

In the third phase from 1987, the technological self-reliance oriented period, major efforts have
been concentrated on the maximum participation of local industries in the nuclear power program.
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Starting from Yonggwang Units 3 and 4 cantracts in 1987, KEPCO had the overall management
and responsibility for the construction projects. The overriding priority for selecting suppliers was the
condition of higher nuclear technology transfer to Korea. The prime contractors were domestic compa-
nies instead of foreign companies and several foreign companies were selected as subcontractors:

The Combustion Engineering Co. (CE) for the supply of reactors, the Sargent and Lundy Co.
(S&L) for Architect Engineering (AE), and the General Electric Co. (GE) for turbogenerators.

The same approach applied to the contracts for Uljin Units 3 and 4, and it will also apply to the
units that follow in the future.

This approach contributed positively towards the standardization of Korean nuclear power
plants with Yonggwang Units 3 and 4 as reference plants.

While on the regulatory and licensing side, the Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety (KINS) was es-
tablished in 1990 as an independent regulatory expert organization.

In the licensing of Yonggwang Units 3 and 4 for construction, some regulatory difficulties
emerged due to their scaled-down design from the reference plants of Palo Verde's System-80.

With stepped up audit calculations and the third party verification in the area of safety analysis
together with the technical support of the USNRC and the IAEA, the construction permit was issued to
Yonggwang Units 3 and 4.

Uljin Units 3 and 4, which are the first standard units with substantially the same design fea-
tures as Yonggwang Units 3 and 4, were licensed for construction with some conditions for imple-
menting safety enhancement regarding mid-loop operation, safety depressurization system and hydro-
gen ignitors as part of severe accident mitigation, and ALARA. Future units will be licenced with
progressively enhanced safety features.

A significant progress has been made so far in the development of Korean regulatory criteria,
guides and procedures which are applicable to the standardized nuclear power plants.

Industrial codes and standards are under development and will be completed in several years.

Since the operating nuclear power plants are subject to deterioration due to aging, appropriate
aging management program such as periodic safety review (PSR) with the emphasis on probabilistic
safety assessment (PSA) has been actively proposed and studied at the KINS. This will lead to the es-
tablishment of regulatory requirements for license renewal.

In this regard too, Korea will keep collaborating, with the advanced countries, particularly with
the vendor countries such as U.S.A., France and Canada.

II. LICENSING ACTİVİTİES

Licensing Procedure

In the application of licenses for nuclear power plant construction and later for operation, the li-
censee should submit to the MOST various documents demonstrating the adequacy of the proposed
nuclear power plant design, in conformity with the Atomic Energy Laws.

It is then the task of the KINS to perform a detailed review and assessment of the technical sub-
misions to determine whether the design complies with the specified safety requirements for siting,
construction and operation of the proposed nuclear installationas. The nuclear regulatory structure in
Korea is schematically described in Figure 2.

The licensing procedure for the nuclear power plant in Korea consists of two steps, in general,
i.e., Construction Permit (CP) and Operating License (OL). The review objectives of CP are to confirm
the safety of the proposed NPP design, which should meet the related regulatory codes and stan-
dards, and to review the safety of the preliminary designs which include the principles and concepts of
the plants design and the implementation of the regulatory criteria, and also to evaluate the environ-
mental impact and the strategy for minimizing its effects.
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The main documents required for the application of CP consist of Preliminary Safety Analysis
Report (PSAR) and the Environmental Report (ER). Site Survey Report and Detailed Geological Sur-
vey Report are also required for the application of Early Site Approval and Limited Work Authorization
before the construction permit.

For an operating license, the safety of NPP operation is evaluated by confirming that the final
design meets the acceptance criteria. The main documents required for the OL application are Final
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR), Technical Specifications, and Radiological Emergency Plan.

The detailed licensing procedure for NPP is summarized in Figure 3.

Licensing Review

Licensing review is performed according to the pre-established licensing procedure with the use
of applicable codes and standard for each nuclear facility. The KINS evaluates te technical sabmis-
sions to verify that the proposed nuclear power plant can be constructed and operated without endan-
gering the public health and the environment.

The basic philosophy behind licensing reviews in Korea is to lead the industry towards the
achievement of higher safety level for the proposed nuclear power plant than for the previous ones by
progressively incorporating the desing improvements.

To achieve this goal, special attention should be paid to the following items during the licensing
reviews:

— Feedback of domestic and foreign operating experiences.

— Application of new regulatory requirements.

— Incorporation of the improved design features of the evolutionary LWR's.

— Evaluation of safety features against the severe accident.

— Establishment of well-defined Quality Assurance Program for the major equipment and
components.

— Independent assessment of computer codes and methodology used in safety analysis.

International Cooperation

Nowadays the importance of an international exchange of newly developed regulatory informa-
tion is getting emphasis more than ever. The recent trends in the international cooperation are promot-
ing the global nuclear safety through sharing of informations regarding regulatory experiences, licens-
ing and safety isues.

The KINS sets a high priority in its international cooperation program under inter-governmental
agréments. The KINS has technical cooperation links with the USNRC, CEA/IPSN of France, AECB of
Canada, JCAC/JAPEIC/NUPEC of Japan, and with the regulatory organizations of other countries.

On many occasions, Korea has requested the IAEA to support its safety review activity with ex-
perts in various nuclear safety fields.

Especially, the KINS has made an exceptional model for the cooperation with the IAEA in the
process of safety review for Yonggwang Units 3 & 4 in 1989 and also for Wolsung Unit 2 in 1991 by
inviting IAEA's safety review mission which was composed of well-experienced experts in major disci-
plines of reactor safety.

The korean regulatory staff have visited the vendor country's regulatory organizations such as
USNRC, AECB, IPSN to have technical discussions with the staff of the hosting organization on major
safety issues, an also visited vendor organizations to resolve outstanding safety issues developed
during the review of Safety Analysis Reports.
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III. LICENSING DIFFICULTIES AND LESSONS LEARNED

During the safety review of foreign designed nuclear power plants, the licensing difficulties have
been encountered mainly from diversified reactor types and vendor countries. The lessons have been
learned from taking appropriate measures for the trouble-shooting of these problems. These are sum-
marized as follows:

Differences in Codes and Standards

Due to the differences in the applicable regulatory requirements among vendor countries, there
have been various inconsistencies encountered in the application of those requirements to such areas
as hydro-test of reactor coolant system, seismic design and technical specification format, etc.

To cope with these difficulties, those regulatory requirements were fine-tuned and shaped in
such a way to accommodate the domestic nuclear regulatory environment.

Major part of the vendor country's codes and standards have been applied in Korea with appro-
priate minor modifications. These experiences have contributed positively toward the development of
domestic safety review guides and technical criteria for each reactor type.

Differences in Regulatory Procedures and Practices

The Korean regulatory system employs, "two-step licensing approach, namely construction per-
mit (CP) and operating license (OL) based on the prescriptive regulation similar to that of the U.S.
However, the Canadian regulatory system employs, one-step licensing approach based on the skills
and technical consultations between regulatory organization and nuclear industry.

Particulary, for the CANDU reactors, the safety of the plant design is reviewed continuously
even after the issuance of license in Canada. In Korea, however a two-step licensing approach is now
official even for the CANDU reactors starting from Wolsung Unit 2 and the formats and contents of the
Safety Analysis Report are required to follow the specifics prescribed in U.S. Regulatory Guide 1.70.

IV. FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

Korea's long-term nuclear research and development program calls for a progressive design im-
provement for existing PWRs and PHWRs as well for those to be built up to 2006. After that, next gen-
eration reactors will be developed and introduced in Korea.

Therefore, pertinent regulatory positions will be established step by step, keeping pace with the
aforementioned nuclear R&D program, in terms of safety regulatory and licensing system, procedures,
design requirements, codes and standards, etc.

Major aspects of requlatory improvements feature the folloving areas :

— Strengthening of Q/A program in preparation of extensive localization of component design
and manufacturing.

— Severe accident rulemaking.

— Improvement of licensing system incorporating one-step licensing of nuclear power plant.

— Introduction of rist based regulation and license renewal.

— Development of safety assessment code systems.

Concluding Remarks

Korea has carried out a very ambitious nuclear power program since the early 1970s with a
strong commitment to nuclear power development as an integral part of the national energy policy.
However, the diversification of reactor types and vendors has caused some difficulties in regulation
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and licensing of those nuclear power plants in Korea.

These difficulties have been coped with by a continued effort to establish domestic regulatory
positions and guidelines as well as with a close cooperation with vendor country's regulatory organiza-
tions, vendors themselves, and particularly with the IAEA.

As the standardizaiton of nuclear power plants and the development of next generation reactor,
and the establishment of industrial codes and standards applicable to Korean nuclear power plants
are making progress, the licensing system in Korea is expected to be stabilized.

All these efforts will be continued in the future with an aim to make the nuclear power safer and
more reliable.
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